Station 1

Error list / Time penalties TFA

Check before start:
‐ Gloves firefighter (DIN EN659) (only to be carried).
‐ Tunic‐ and Trousers firefighter (DIN EN 469)
‐ Boots firefighter (DIN EN 345‐2/S3 o. DIN EN 15090:2012)
‐ Helmet firefighter
(For foreign participants: comparable international standards)
Participants are not allowed to put „Carry loops“ in the Hose before starting!

Sequence of events at the Station: with BA (individually connected, teams not
connected)
‐Hoses are to be connected to the FPN, not to be dropped.
‐Hoses are to be pulled.
‐When pulling the hose – the branch must touch the finishing line.
‐Hoses are to be individually rolled up.
‐Rolled‐up hoses are to be stowed in the boxes completely with nothing protruding .

Error

Time penalties

Not in time at starting point.
Disqualified
False start
5 Seconds
Coupling not completely connected to 5 Seconds
FPN.
Hoses are carried (only pulling is
5 Seconds
allowed).
Hoses are not extended to the line
10 Seconds
(Branches are to touch the line).
More than one hose at a time rolled
5 Seconds
up/ or dutch rolled.
Hoses/Couplings are not correctly
3 Seconds /per hose
stowed in the boxes.
BA dropped on the floor / and not
10 Seconds time penalty
carefully laid down
Station not fully completed.
Automatically 8 (9)Minutes total time
Total time: Male: max. 4 Min. (when time is exceeded + 4 Min. Time penalty = 8 Min.)
Female: max. 5 Min. (when time is exceeded + 4 Min. Time penalty = 9 Min.)
Transfer to timesheet:
Running time + penalty = Total time
Eg: 02:10 Min + 3 Sec. penalty = 02:13 Min
Eg: 04:00 Min + 3 Sec. penalty = 08:00 Min, since all time has been exceeded 04:00 Minuten.3!

Station 2

Error list / Time penalties TFA

Start exactly 10 Minutes after initial starting time!
Check before start:
‐ Gloves firefighter (DIN EN659) (only to be carried).
‐ Tunic‐ and Trousers firefighter (DIN EN 469)
‐ Boots firefighter (DIN EN 345‐2/S3 o. DIN EN 15090:2012)
‐ Helmet firefighter
(For foreign participants: comparable international standards)

Sequence of events at the Station: with BA (not connected)
‐Keiser Force Machine: hammer the weight up to marked line.
‐With canisters through the tunnel and back, canisters returned into the marked area.
‐Dummy pulled or carried over the course distance.
‐Climb up and over the wall (Eskaladierwand).

Error

Time penalties

After starting at Station 1 later than
10 Minutes.
False start .
Repeatedly beating the tread with the
hammer (2 times).
Keiser Force Machine: For every 2,5
cm, to the closing
Hammer not correctly laid down

Time delay is transferred 1:1 on total
time
5 Seconds
Disqualified
Respectively 3 Seconds
3 Seconds

Canister not in the marked area
3 Seconds
Dummy not pulled or carried over the Automatically 8 (9)Minutes total time
entire distance
Straying off course whilst pulling or
5 Seconds
carrying (per occurrence)
Use of unauthorized tools
Disqualified
(Ex. Carry loops)
Did not climb wall
Automatically 8 (9)Minutes total time
Station not fully completed
Automatically 8 (9)Minutes total time
BA dropped on the floor / and not
10 Seconds time penalty
carefully laid down
Total time: Male: max. 4 Min. (when time is exceeded + 4 Min. Time penalty = 8 Min.)
Female: max. 5 Min. (when time is exceeded + 4 Min. Time penalty = 9 Min.)
Transfer to time sheet:
Running time + penalty = Total time
Eg: 02:10 Min + 3 Sec. penalty = 02:13 Min
Eg: 04:00 Min + 3 Sec. penalty = 08:00 Min, since all time has been exceeded 04:00 Minutes!

Station 3

Error list / Time penalties TFA

Start exactly 20 Minutes after initial starting time!
Check before start:
‐ Gloves firefighter (DIN EN659) (only to be carried).
‐ Tunic‐ and Trousers firefighter (DIN EN 469)
‐ Boots firefighter (DIN EN 345‐2/S3 o. DIN EN 15090:2012)
‐ Helmet firefighter
(For foreign participants: comparable international standards)

Sequence of events at the Station: with BA (not connected)
‐Ladders set up individually next to each other into the marked area.
‐Canisters carried to the 2nd floor and positioned into the marked area.
‐Hose pack pulled up, railings are not to be used as foot rung.
‐Canisters carried down and positioned into the marked area.
‐Nozzle screwed fully down. (Start = finish).

Error

Time penalties

After starting at Station 3 later than
Time delay is transferred 1:1 on total
20 minutes
time
False start
5 Seconds
Ladders not in the marked areas
3 Seconds
Canister not in the marked area
3 Seconds
Hose packs not pulled up completely
Automatically 8 (9)Minutes total time
to the top
Railings used as foot rung / or with
10 Seconds
foot through the railing
Nozzle not fully screwed down
3 Seconds
Station not fully completed
Automatically 8 Minutes total time
BA dropped on the floor / and not
10 Seconds time penalty
carefully laid down
total time: Male: max. 4 Min. (when time is exceeded + 4 Min. Time penalty = 8 Min.)
Female: max. 5 Min. (when time is exceeded + 4 Min. Time penalty = 9 Min.)
Transfer to time sheet:
Running time + penalty = Total time
Eg: 02:10 Min + 3 Sec. penalty = 02:13 Min
Eg: 04:00 Min + 3 Sec. penalty = 08:00 Min, since all time has been exceeded 04:00 Minutes!

Station 4

Error list / Time penalties TFA

Start exactly 30 Minutes after initial starting time!
Check before start:
‐ Gloves firefighter (DIN EN659) (only to be carried).
‐ Tunic‐ and Trousers firefighter (DIN EN 469)
‐ Boots firefighter (DIN EN 345‐2/S3 o. DIN EN 15090:2012)
‐ Helmet firefighter
(For foreign participants: comparable international standards)

Sequence of event at the Station: with BA (not connected)
‐Staircase run

Error

Time penalties

After starting at Station 4 later than
30 minutes
False start
Intentionally hindering or impeding
the other participant
BA dropped on the floor / and not
carefully laid down
Station not fully completed

Time delay is transferred 1:1 on total
time
5 Seconds
Disqualified
10 Seconds time penalty
Automatically 8 (9)Minutes total time

total time: Male: max. 4 Min.

(when time is exceeded + 4 Min. Time penalty = 8 Min.)
Female: max. 5 Min. (when time is exceeded + 4 Min. Time penalty = 9 Min.)

Transfer to time sheet:
Running time + penalty = Total time
Eg: 02:10 Min + 3 Sec. penalty = 02:13 Min
Eg: 04:00 Min + 3 Sec. penalty = 08:00 Min, since all time has been exceeded 04:00 Minutes!

Disqualified:
‐ Not in time at starting point.
‐ Non‐conformity firefighting clothing.
‐ Not completing the entire competition.
‐ Omission of a complete station.
‐ Unsporting behaviour.
‐ Hindering or impeding another participant.
‐ Entering the tread of Keiser Force Machine (KFM)
‐ Tread repeatedly beaten with the hammer (2 times).
‐ Using unauthorized tools (Ex. Carry loops).
‐ Loss of equipment during the course
(without personally recovering the item).

‐ Destroying competition equipment.

